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GETTING MORE OF WHAT’S DOWN THERE

It’s clear advancements in well-completion technologies and processes have been, and will continue
to be, vital to the industry’s ability to fully develop the reserves that remain on our diverse planet.
Whether it’s trillions of cubic feet of natural gas trapped in the hardest of shales or billions of bar-
rels of crude locked miles under the surface of the ocean, the capacity to complete wells without
damaging — and moreover, while maximizing — their potential is absolutely crucial to the indus-
try’s future. With this in mind, this quarter’s report examines the state of customer satisfaction across
various completion-related products and services covered in EnergyPoint Research’s independent
surveys. Among other findings, the results suggest customers tend to be more pleased with suppli-
ers’ specializations within, rather than integrations across, the category.

OFFERINGS THAT WORK

On balance, survey respondents appear comparatively
pleased with suppliers’ completion-related products and servic-
es. In fact, our data show the category’s ratings have outper-
formed since 2006. In terms of specific offerings, respondents
rate casing and tubing installation highest of all sub-categories 
within the segment, followed by packers and artificial lift.
Respondents hand out lower, although still respectable, marks
when it comes to hydraulic fracturing and sand control.
Intelligent controls and sensors is the only product group that
respondents currently rate below average, the result of
unproven technologies too often pitched as commercially
viable. When it comes to individual suppliers, Lufkin Industries
enjoys the highest marks in the category. What’s more, Lufkin
continues to stand out as one of the most highly rated suppliers
in our surveys, regardless of product or service category. The
Frank’s companies (Frank’s Casing Crew and Frank’s
International), despite showing some conspicuous deterioration
in ratings over the last couple of years, also continue to enjoy
healthy scores. Integrated players Baker Hughes, Halliburton,
Schlumberger and Weatherford garner more modest regard
with respondents, although they show consistency across
respondent types. An exception is BJ Services, which has seen
its ratings erode as of late, driven by a decline in satisfaction
among respondents at larger operators.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

Notwithstanding respondents’ relatively affirming opinions con-
cerning completion offerings, opportunities for improvement
certainly exist. For example, customers still desire greater per-
formance and consistency across product and service lines.
Less “mixing-and-matching of whatever happens to be avail-
able” and more fit-for-purpose and compatible-by-design prod-
ucts and services seems to be the clarion call. Purchasers also
desire greater access to technical resources and support,
pointing to the need for product manuals and online sites with
better organization, more accurate schematics and fewer over-
all mistakes. More robust failure investigations, along with bet-
ter application of lessons learned across projects, were also 
identified as areas needing improvement.

ABOUT THE DATA

This report is derived from over 10,000 customer evaluations of suppliers of oilfield products and
services, including more than 2,500 evaluations in the category of well completions, via EnergyPoint’s
2004 – 09 independent surveys. In exchange for participating, respondents were provided survey
results in the form of EnergyPoint’s MarketPartners® Reports and Updates, past versions of which
may be found at www.energypointresearch.com.
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ABOUT ENERGYPOINT RESEARCH

EnergyPoint Research provides independent research regarding the oil and gas industry’s satisfaction with the products and services it purchases and uti-

lizes. The firm offers industry professionals and their employers opportunities to provide comprehensive and confidential feedback to suppliers through

objective and independent evaluation processes. In return for participating in surveys, respondents and their employers receive complimentary survey results

in the form of EnergyPoint’s MarketPartners® Reports and Updates. Through the MarketPartners® Program, EnergyPoint regularly surveys significant cross-

sections of experienced industry participants involved in the selection and utilization of oilfield products and service providers. Survey participants range

from managers at some of the world’s largest energy companies to field personnel at independents and regionals. To learn more about EnergyPoint

Research and our benchmark surveys, go to www.energypointresearch.com or call us in Houston at +1.713.529.9450.

DISCLAIMER

The information, data, commentary and analysis included in this report were collected, compiled and published by Energy Point Research, Inc.

(“EnergyPoint”) with the intent of providing readers with relevant, although not necessarily fully definitive, information as to customers’ satisfaction with

providers of certain products and / or services. EnergyPoint does not maintain or represent that the resulting information, opinions, and conclusions pre-

sented in this or any other EnergyPoint report necessarily reflect the perspectives of all customers and / or the complete market for the products and / or

services covered in such reports. Readers are advised that surveys of the type upon which EnergyPoint’s reports are based (and the resulting data, com-

mentary and analysis) are inherently impacted by certain factors including, but not limited to, sampling error, timing of data collections, respondents’ own

product / service weightings, geographic distribution of customer bases, language barriers, access to the World-Wide Web and other facilitating mediums,

ongoing competitive and market dynamics, etc. Furthermore, EnergyPoint does not maintain or represent that its surveys or reports include all companies or par-

ties that could be viewed as providers of the products and / or services covered in such reports. Inclusion in or exclusion from any EnergyPoint report or

survey should not be construed as reflecting a company’s market share or prominence in any category of products or services.  

ENERGYPOINT (I) MAKES NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR COVENANTS AS TO THE ACCURACY AND/OR COM-

PLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION, DATA, OPINIONS, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS AND / OR ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT RECOMMENDATIONS

INCLUDED IN ITS SURVEYS OR REPORTS, AND (II) DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL DAMAGES, COSTS, AND LIABILITIES WHATSOEVER TO THE RECIPIENT

OR READER OR ITS REPRESENTATIVES (TANGIBLE OR INTANGIBLE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, LOSS

OF PROFIT, LOSS OF MARKET SHARE OR LOSS OF GOODWILL) FOR ANY RELIANCE OR USE MADE BY THE RECIPIENT OR PURCHASER OR ITS

REPRESENTATIVES OF SUCH INFORMATION, OR ANY ERRORS THEREIN OR OMISSIONS THEREFROM. BECAUSE THE INFORMATION PROVIDED

BY ENERGYPOINT IS IN-PART OPINION-BASED, THE RECIPIENT OR READER AND ITS REPRESENTATIVES SHOULD RELY SOLELY UPON THEIR

OWN INDEPENDENT JUDGMENTS, ASSUMPTIONS, ESTIMATES, STUDIES, COMPUTATIONS, EVALUATIONS, REPORTS, EXPERIENCE AND

KNOWLEDGE WITH RESPECT TO ANY PARTICULAR BUSINESS-RELATED DECISION OR CONCLUSION AND THE EVALUATION OF ANY POTENTIAL

TRANSACTION, UNDERTAKING, STRATEGY OR OTHER INITIATIVE.
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